TRANSFORM YOUR GOALS INTO RESULTS

LEAN EXPERT
Address complex business issues
Learn how to engage the wider business in Lean thinking through alignment of Lean

WAYS TO EXPERIENCE THIS COURSE:

initiatives with your business strategy. This will provide focus and start engaging the
wider organisation in a different way of thinking which in turn can enable dramatic
improvements in your business performance.

PMI’s Lean Expert training ensures you will:
•

Be capable of leading cross functional
Lean based projects

•

Improve your analytical skills to
further understand waste

•

Understand how to use a range of
advanced Lean tools for both project
based improvement and daily process
management

•

•

Be able to define, visualise,
communicate and improve the end
to end value stream for a process,
function or business
Be able to influence and coach a range
of stakeholders in the Lean change
process and new ways of thinking.

Engaging your organisation
As a Lean Expert you will be able to influence and coach a range of stakeholders in the Lean change
process. You will also introduce a new way of thinking which will enable dramatic improvements to
be made in your business performance using cross functional events.

How long does it take?
5 days of classroom training.

What are the benefits?
• Develop a real understanding that
Lean is not just about tools but also
about a different way of thinking
• Ability to provide effective coaching
to those involved in Lean changes
across an organisation
• A wide range of tools and
techniques so the most appropriate
for the job can be selected.

Who should attend?

Course Content
DAY 1: Lean thinking & coaching

Incorporating: Lean principles, A3 thinking and coaching

DAY 2: Defining Value
Incorporating: Hoshin Kanri, customer journey mapping, value stream mapping

DAY 3: Flow

Incorporating: Variation & data, Heijunka Systems and Demand Management in Service

DAY 4: Pull

Incorporating: Pull systems, Kanban Sysems and process management

DAY 5: Perfection

Individuals that want to have a deeper
knowledge of Lean thinking, coaching or
tools. You will need to have experience
in running Lean initiatives to gain most
benefit from this course .

How can I do it?

Either as an in-house programme in your
company or organisation OR as part of
our public training programme.

What’s Included?

Incorporating: Standard work, job instruction, visual management

WHATS NEXT? LEAN MASTER
Once you have become a Lean Expert why not continue your journey and become a Lean Master
and be teacher, mentor, project leader, change agent, the ‘go-to’ person of senior standing for all
things ‘Lean’. Contact us for more information about how you can become a Lean Master.

• 5 days of classroom training
• 12 months access to Lean Essentials
Series
• Full refrence materials inc. tool
templates
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